
GROUP 'A' 29 DINNERS   MARCH 1st 2011

Review by John Rhodes

Le Soleil is a Bistro Style restaurant located in the Plaza
de la Sort and close to the sea front. The interior is
modern and contemporary, but quite small.

The 3 course menu was specially prepared for our group,
although similar starters, main meals and sweets can be
found on the evening menu. The price of 16 euro included
wine, water and coffee, and was value for money.

The menu was well balanced and offered a good choice
considering the number of people being served. The food
was nouvelle cuisine in style, with small portions, but
good quality.

The service was slow due to the number of people being
served, but very attentive (too attentive for some
members).

Food quality 9/10
Ambiance` 8/10
Value for money 9/10
Service 7/10
Location 9/10

GROUP 'B'    MARCH 15th 2011

Review by John and Brenda Manley

In the company of twenty eight other members of Group B
we enjoyed a pleasant evening meal at this small but
socialable restaurant situation in the far corner of Plaza la
Sort by the alleyway. This is the small square with the
statue of a traditional Spanish fishing family, buildings on
two sides with roads and beyond one of the roads the
sea.

With a choice of three starters, four main meals and three
deserts there was an adequate choice for all at a specially
negotiated price of 16€. The meal included a half of bottle
of wine, which you were asked to taste to see if it was to
your satisfaction, water and whilst not advertised in
advance for those who asked an after meal coffee or tea
was included.

Having consulted the other diners we can confirm that the
service was very good, the staff were exceptionally
attentive and helpful. No one had a bad word to say
about the meal, which was beautifully cooked and well
presented. Whether it was the company or that the
service between courses was prompt but the time
seemed to fly and before one realized, it was time to pay
and make our way to our car. With ample parking in the
area (no charge on the meters at that time of
evening) no one had too far to walk to their car.

LE SOLEIL RESTAURANT, Plaza la Sort, Moraira

Scroll down to read more …



To book, telephone 96 574 3254 or visit www.lesoleil-
restaurant.com

Summary - A very enjoyable evening, considering its
location was reasonably good value for money and a
restaurant we would certainly visit again.

Food quality 9./10
Ambiance 10/10 (Despite the number of dinners in such a
small area)
Value for money 9/10 (Compared favourably with their
“Menu del Dia” tariff)
Service 10/10 (With 30 dinners present was exceptionally
good)
Location 9/10


